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Verve Philosophy

The idea is to create unique pieces of art by using specially selected old, dry 
and oxidized woods in order to achieve better resonance, tone and response. 
The choice of wood as well as the wiring of the electrical parts result in pure 
organic tone and versatility.
Being a pro musician myself (Bachelors and Masters in Music Performance 
London College of Music), my aim is to build guitars that not only look great 
but also meet professional guitarists’ expectations.



SPECIFICATIONS
Body: Selected Aged Dry one piece Mahogany (roasted under special process)
Finish: Natural Verve compound finish (specially hand-varnished) or Relic
Neck: Selected flame maple or birdseye neck and fingerboard (rosewood fingerboard also available)
Radius: 13″ 
Scale Length: 25.5″ (648 mm)
Frets: 22 Medium Jumbo or extra Jumbo
Pickups: 2 verve humbuckers or your brand choice custom wired on 5-way switch.
Bridge:Gold or Black Floyd Schaller Lockmeister
Tuners: Gold or black 
Strings: Your choice of gauge and tuning 

Verve Exotic

Modern Verve design, maximum sustain, resonance and response. Verve exotic Series is where 
versatility, playability, tone and design meet! Available in Relic or Natural Finish.



SPECIFICATIONS
Body: Selected Aged Dry one piece Mahogany (roasted under special process)
Finish: Natural Verve compound finish (specially hand-varnished) or Relic
Neck: Selected flame maple or birdseye neck and fingerboard (rosewood fingerboard also available)
Radius: 13″ 
Scale Length: 25.5″ (648 mm)
Frets: 22 Medium Jumbo or extra Jumbo
Pickups: 2 verve humbuckers or single coil or your brand choice custom wired on 5-way switch.
Pickguard: Wooden (figured maple or walnut). Any configuration HSS, HH, HSH
Bridge: Gold or Black Floyd Schaller Lockmeister
Tuners: Gold or black 
Strings: Your choice of gauge and tuning 

Verve Exotic wooden pickguard

Modern Verve design, maximum sustain, resonance and response. 
Verve exotic Series is where versatility, playability, tone and design meet!



SPECIFICATIONS
Body: Selected Aged Dry one piece Mahogany (torrefied under special process)
Finish: Relic or Natural Verve compound finish (specially hand-varnished)
Neck: Selected flame maple neck with dark rosewood fingerboard
Radius: 13″ 
Scale Length: 25.5″ (648 mm)
Frets: 22 Medium Jumbo or extra Jumbo
Pickups: Any configuration SSS, HSS, HH
Pickguard: Wooden (figured maple or walnut)
Bridge: 6 Screw Vintage Wilkinson
Tuners: Gold, black or chrome 
Strings: Your choice of gauge and tuning 

Verve Stellar

All the qualities of a 60’s strat type guitar. Vintage sound, vibe & feel and modern look. 
It is a perfect Vintage-Modern instrument customized to your own taste and needs!
Available in Relic or Natural Finish.



Necks

Improved access on the upper frets with specially shaped neck joint.

Custom Verve Pickups

Selected components such as nos oil capacitors, also custom versatile pickup wiring 
on the 5way switch.

Laser cut 3-diamentional Verve logo at the headstock.

Verve Bridge humbucker:
Specs: alnico 5 magnet, 13.5K, medium-high output, 52mm spacing (black colour)
Sound: Modern vibe, great definition, full sound - not muddy

Verve Neck humbucker:
Specs: alnico 5 magnet, 7.3K, medium output, 50mm spacing (black colour)
Sound: Modern vibe, great definition, excellent for fast picking runs

Verve Vintage Bridge humbucker:
Specs: alnico 5 magnet, 13.5K, medium output, relic nickel cover, 52mm spacing
Sound: Vintage fat sound, similar to alnico 2 magnet, weak magnetic field, 
instant old LP-type sound

Verve Vintage Neck humbuckers:
Specs: alnico 5 magnet, 7.3K, vintage output, relic nickel cover, 50mm spacing
Sound: Vintage fat sound, similar to alnico 2 magnet, weak magnetic field, 
instant old LP-type sound

Verve Single Coil:
Specs: alnico 5 magnet, 5.7K, typical single coil output, 50mm spacing (black colour)
Sound: typical single coil strat-type sound

Verve Silent Single sized with blades:
Specs: ceramic, 15K, medium-high output or 7.5K medium output (black colour)
Sound: modern sound with sweet compression. Strat-like noiseless sound 
when wired in parallel
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